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Abstract
Using computer programs, we enumerate and classify the tiling behavior of small polyominoes (n9), polyhexes
(n7), and polyiamonds (n10). For tiles that tile the Euclidean plane, we give diagrams illustrating how they
tile. We also show several larger tiles whose minimal fundamental domain in any admitted (periodic) tiling is
signiﬁcantly larger than for any previously known tile.
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1. Deﬁnitions
A tiling of the Euclidean plane is a countable family of closed sets called tiles, such that the union of the
sets is the entire plane and such that the interiors of the sets are pairwise disjoint. We are concerned only
withmonohedral tilings—tilings in which every tile is congruent to a single ﬁxed tile called the prototile.
We say that the prototile admits the tiling. The tiles we consider will be closed topological disks—the
image of a closed circular disk under a homeomorphism.
A symmetry of a tiling T is an isometry that maps every tile in T onto a tile of T. Two tiles T1 and T2 of a
tiling are equivalent if there is a symmetry of the tiling that maps T1 onto T2. The set of all tiles equivalent
to T1 is the transitivity class of T1. A tiling with only one transitivity class is isohedral. A tiling with
exactly k > 1 transitivity classes is k-isohedral. A prototile is isohedral if it admits an isohedral tiling. A
prototile is k-isohedral if it admits a k-isohedral tiling but does not admit an m-isohedral tiling for any
m<k.
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Fig. 1. Two fundamental domains of a periodic tiling.
A patch is a ﬁnite collection of nonoverlapping tiles such that their union is a closed topological disk.
A translational patch is a patch such that the tiling consists entirely of a lattice of translations of that
patch. A fundamental domain is a translational patch of minimal size. A tiling is periodic if the group of
symmetries contains at least two linearly independent translations. Signiﬁcantly, a periodic tiling always
contains a fundamental domain. As illustrated in Fig. 1, fundamental domains are not unique.
A polyomino is formed by attaching unit squares along their edges. If the polyomino is made from n
unit squares, then we often call it an n-omino. For small values of n, we frequently add a preﬁx in front
of “omino” to indicate the value of n. E.g., a 2, 3, 4, and 5-omino are called, respectively, a domino, a
triomino (tromino), a tetromino, and a pentomino. Thus in this terminology, the L-shaped tile in Fig. 1 is a
triomino. Similarly, a polyhex (n-hex) and a polyiamond (n-iamond) are formed by attaching respectively,
unit regular hexagons and unit regular triangles along their edges.
As part of my doctoral dissertation, I developed some software to help determine the tiling status of
any polyomino, polyhex, or polyiamond (the software can handle some other types of tiles as well). For
the starting point in the development of the tiling software, I choose the special case of polyominoes
because polyominoes are by far the most studied of all the tile types mentioned above—the results of
Rawsthorne [2] act as a check on the enumeration of the tiling status of all polyominoes up through
n= 9. The number of n-ominoes increases exponentially in n [9] and furthermore, showing by hand that
a particular polyomino does not tile the plane is a painstaking trial and error process whose complexity
can increase at least exponentially in n. Hence, it is vital that we develop computer software to automate
this process.
The tiling problem is to determine whether an arbitrary prototile admits a planar tiling. It is unknown
whether the tiling problem is decidable. Furthermore, the problem of tiling a ﬁnite region is NP-complete
[10]. Hence, we should not expect our computer software to solve the tiling problem for an arbitrary
prototile let alone in a reasonable amount of time. Instead the goal is to develop computer programs that
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eliminate the vast majority of prototiles because they either admit a periodic tiling or because they do not
admit any tilings (it is unknown whether there is a prototile that admits planar tilings but where no such
tiling is periodic). Then we can examine the small number of remaining prototiles by hand. To quickly
ﬁlter out a large percentage of the prototiles that admit periodic tilings, we make use of the Conway
criterion and the translation criterion which are described next.
2. Conway’s criterion
A closed topological disk satisﬁes Conway’s criterion if you can divide up the boundary into six
segments labeled clockwise A, B, C, D, E, F such that
1. A and D are translations of each other, and
2. B, C, E, and F are symmetric with respect to a 180◦ rotation about their center point.
At least one edge of each of the pairs B–C and E–F must be nonempty. Also, both segments A and D
could be empty if at least three of the remaining four segments are nonempty.
Theorem 1. Any prototile satisfying Conway’s criterion admits a periodic tiling of the plane (and does
so using only translation and 180◦ rotation).
To illustrate Theorem 1, consider the heptomino shown in Fig. 2. This heptomino satisﬁes Conway’s
criterion. Segments A and D correspond to the heavy lines and these segments are translations of each
other. Segment B on the right is symmetric with respect to a 180◦ rotation (segment C is empty). The
other segment can be broken up into two pieces, E and F, that have 180◦ symmetry—the point where you
break up this piece into two is marked with an ×.
To tile the plane, translate this heptomino so that segments A and D line up and then repeat this
indeﬁnitely to get an inﬁnite strip. Take a second copy this strip, rotate it by 180◦, and ﬁt it next to the
original strip so that the segments with 180◦ rotational symmetry line up.You now have a two-piece wide
inﬁnite strip that tiles the plane by translation.
Conway’s criterion is surprisingly powerful. For example, 101 of the 104 tiling heptominoes satisfy
Conway’s criterion, and 320 of the 343 tiling octominoes satisfy Conway’s criterion. It is not clear why
this criterion is so powerful.
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Fig. 2. A heptomino satisfying Conway’s criterion.
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3. The translation criterion
A closed topological disk satisﬁes the translation criterion if you can divide up the boundary into six
segments labeled clockwise A, B, C, D, E, and F such that each of the three pairs A–D, B–E, and C–F
are translations of each other (both edges in one of these pairs may be empty).
Theorem 2. A prototile that is a closed topological disk admits a tiling of the plane by a lattice of
translations, if and only if, the prototile satisﬁes the translation criterion.
A prototile satisfying the translation criterion admits a lattice-translation tiling simply by translating
copies so that the edges in each pair line up. If one of the pairs is empty, then the tiling forms a rectangular
lattice, otherwise it forms a hexagonal lattice.
The proof of Theorem 2 falls out from Heesch’s enumeration of 28 types of isohedral prototiles.
Heesch’s table was reprinted in Doris Schattschneider’s book “Visions of Symmetry” (see [13, p. 326]).1
Lattice-translation tilings are obviously isohedral. By examining Heesch’s 28 types, we ﬁnd that the only
types that can tile by a lattice of translations are those that satisfy the translation criterion and hence, the
theorem is true.
4. Coding the Conway and translation criteria
Each tile type under consideration admits tilings with only a ﬁnite number of possible edge types. As
suggested in [7], we deﬁne a symbol for each possibility and represent a tile by a string consisting of
the edge symbols encountered by traversing the outer boundary of the tile in a clockwise direction (this
representation allows the software to work with tile types that have irrational angles and edge lengths
and furthermore, edge list representations have in the past led to efﬁcient tiling programs.). Eg., we
represent the four possible edge types of a polyomino by N, S, E, and W (which stand for the compass
directions). Starting at the upper-left corner of the triomino shown in Fig. 1, we encode this polyomino
as “ESESWWNN.” We have no way to indicate an internal hole in this representation. Hence, we must
ﬁlter out the tiles with holes (which obviously cannot tile the plane) before converting the representation
into the edge string form (the tiles are generated by a method due to Redelmeier [12]).
We need to code the two tiling criteria using the edge string representation. A portion of the boundary
is symmetric with respect to 180◦ rotation, if and only if, the corresponding substring is a palindrome
(reads the same backwards as forwards). Now for each edge symbol, deﬁne the inverse as the symbol that
corresponds to traversing the edge in the opposite direction. For polyominoes, “E” and “W” are inverses
of each other and so are “N” and “S”. Two portions of the boundary are translations of each other, if
and only if, their corresponding substrings are inverses of each other; that is, the reversal of one string
is the same as the other string with each symbol replaced by its inverse. Eg., “ENEE” and “WWSW”
are inverses of each and hence the corresponding boundary segments are translations of each other.
1 Schattsneider incorrectly states that these are the types that tile the plane isohedrally without using reﬂections. The empha-
sized phrase is false; the 28 types are a complete enumeration of all types of isohedral tiles including those that use reﬂections.
Each of the 93 types of isohedral tilings given in Grünbaum and Shepard [5, pp. 285–290] satisﬁes the conditions of at least one
of Heesch’s 28 types.
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With these twoobservations, testing for the translation criterion andConway’s criterion are straightforward
programming exercises.
There are a few primitive tiling functions that depend on the speciﬁc type of tile.We need one function
that tests whether two edge symbols are inverses and we need functions that compute the various sym-
metries of a tile (i.e. rotations and reﬂections).With the exception of two other functions mentioned later,
these functions are the only tile speciﬁc functions. So to get the tiling software to work with another type
of tile, all we have to do is write functions deﬁning which symbols are inverses and functions deﬁning
the symmetries of tile. Thus, we can get the tiling software to work for other tile types with very little
extra effort.
5. Polyomino Catalog
The meaning of the columns in Table 1 are as follows. N is the number of squares in the polyomino;
trans. is the number of tiles that satisfy only the translation criterion; Conway is the number of tiles
that satisfy only the Conway criterion; and both is the number of tiles that satisfy both the translation
and Conway criteria. The three ‘pairs’ columns are the number of remaining tiles (i.e. those that satisfy
neither the translation nor Conway criteria) such that two copies can form a patch satisfying the translation
criterion only, the Conway criterion only, and both criteria. The other tilers column is the number of tiles
that tile the plane but are not counted in any previous column. Note that most authors allow polyominoes
that contain internal holes but such a set is not a topological disk and hence does not meet our deﬁnition
of a tile.
Notice the amazing power of the Conway criterion.With the exception of the two 9-ominoes in Fig. 3,
all tiling polyominoes up through order 9 either satisfy the Conway criterion or two copies form a patch
satisfying the Conway criterion.
With the aid of the Conway criterion, Figs. 3–8 give a tiling for every tiling polyomino up through
order 9 (The heptominoes in Figs. 4 and 5 are the leftmost tiles in the top row.). If a polyomino does not
satisfy the Conway criterion and is not shown on one of these ﬁgures, then it does not tile the plane.
Table 1
Tiling status of the (holeless) polyominoes up through order 9
Trans Both Conway Other Nontilers
N Trans Both Conway pairs pairs pairs tilers
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 9 3 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 24 11 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 41 60 0 2 1 0 3
8 0 121 199 0 14 9 0 20
9 1 212 748 0 17 71 1 198
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Fig. 3. Fundamental domain for tilings by two unusual 9-ominoes.
Fig. 4. 7 and 8-omino translation pairs.
Fig. 5. 7 and 8-omino Conway pairs.
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Fig. 6. 9-omino translation pairs.
Fig. 7. First half of 9-omino Conways pairs.
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Fig. 8. Second half of 9-omino Conway pairs.
Table 2
Tiling status of the (holeless) polyhexes up through order 7
N Trans Both Conway Trans pairs Both pairs Conway pairs Other tilers Nontilers
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 12 9 0 1 0 0 0
6 0 36 39 0 2 0 0 4
7 1 59 197 0 10 20 7 37
6. Polyhex catalog
The meaning of the columns in Table 2 is the same as in Table 1. Once again observe the remarkable
power of the Conway criterion.With the exception of the eight heptahexes in Fig. 12, all tiling polyhexes
up through order seven either satisfy the Conway criterion or two copies of the tile form a patch satisfying
the Conway criterion.
Every polyhex (without holes) up through order 7 not shown in one of Figs. 9–12 tiles the plane because
it satisﬁes the Conway criterion. The nontiling hexahexes are the leftmost four tiles in the top row of
Fig. 9. The pentahex and hexahex translation pairs are the leftmost three tiles in the top row of Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. Nontiling 6 and 7-hexes.
Fig. 10. 5, 6, and 7-hex translation pairs.
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Fig. 11. 7-hex Conway pairs.
Fig. 12. Fundamental domains for tilings by unusual 7-hexes.
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Table 3
Tiling status of the (holeless) polyiamonds up through order 10
n Trans Both Conway Trans pairs Both pairs Conway pairs Other tilers Nontilers
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 8 4 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 21 0 0 2 0 1
8 0 24 32 0 9 0 1 0
9 0 0 111 0 2 15 11 20
10 1 61 200 0 39 37 3 103
Fig. 13. 7, and 9-iamond Conway pairs.
7. Polyiamond catalog
Again, themeaning of the columns inTable 3 is the same as in the previous tables. The Conway criterion
is very powerful for polyiamonds as well. With the exception of the twelve 8 and 9-iamonds in Fig. 18
(the octiamond tile forms the small hexagon in the rightmost column) and the four 10-iamonds in Fig.
19, all tiling polyiamonds up through order 10 either satisfy the Conway criterion or two copies of the
tile form a patch satisfying the Conway criterion.
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Fig. 14. 8, and 9-iamond translation pairs.
Fig. 15. Nontiling 7 and 9-iamonds.
Every (holeless) polyiamond not shown in one of Figs. 13–19 either tiles the plane because it satisﬁes
the Conway criterion or is one of the 103 nontiling 10-iamonds. The nontiling heptiamond is the tile in
the rightmost column of Fig. 15. The 9-iamond translation pairs are the two tiles in the rightmost column
of Fig. 14. The heptiamond Conway pairs are the topmost two tiles in the leftmost column of Fig. 13.
The tiling status of the polyominoes, polyhexes, and polyiamonds can be enumerated to much higher
orders (see [11]). The main purpose of these catalogs is to provide diagrams showing simple tilings for
all the small tiles which do tile the plane. Of course we cannot determine that a tile does not tile the plane
using only the Conway and translation criteria; we need to prove that a tile does not admit any planar
tilings. Constructing a computer program to do this is the subject of the next section. Also, this anti-tiler
program found the unusual tilings whose fundamental domains are shown in Figs. 3, 12, and 18.
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Fig. 16. 10-iamond translation pairs.
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Fig. 17. 10-iamond Conway pairs.
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Fig. 18. Fundamental domains for tilings by unusual 8 and 9-iamonds.
Fig. 19. Fundamental domains for tilings by unusual 10-iamonds.
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8. An anti-tiling program
When trying to backtrack over possible tiling choices, we cannot simply try out the possibilities in
a haphazard manner even if the tiles are forced. We could ﬁnd ourselves adding forced tiles in some
direction out to inﬁnity even though the prototile does not admit a planar tiling. Generally speaking,
we need to stay somewhere near the original copy of the tile. We envision proceeding around the orig-
inal copy of the tile in a spiral-like pattern until you either eliminate all possibilities or reach some
prescribed limit. To get some idea of how deep the implicit search tree becomes when surrounding a
tile twice, consider a regular hexagon. To surround a regular hexagon once takes 6 tiles and to sur-
round it a second time takes 12 more for a total of 18 tiles. A search depth of 18 is done if the ef-
fective branching factor is, say 2. But if the effective branching factor is, say 4, then we would be
searching on 418 = 236> 68.7 billion possibilities for each prototile under consideration. This may
be too many to do in a reasonable amount of time. We may or may not be able to search up to two
surrounding levels, but we can certainly surround a tile once, see how far this takes us, and proceed
from there.
Theorem 3 (Grunbaum and Shepard [5, chapter 3]). Let T be a ﬁnite set of prototiles each of which
is a closed topological disk. In any tiling admitted by T, there must be some tile with no more than 6
neighbors.
Theorem 3 implies that when trying to surround a tile once, we can limit the search depth to 6. By
“surround” we mean all edges are “matched” against a neighboring tile; such a tile could have individual
vertices that are still on the outerboundary after being “surrounded”, that is after all its edges are matched
by a neighbor.
We reﬁne the process of surrounding the tile by ﬁrst doing a preprocessing phase. A portion of the
initial tile is a set of consecutive edges on its boundary. For each portion, we keep a list of all ways
to match that portion. So we try all ways of matching the initial tile with edges of another copy. For
each match, determine the portion of the initial tile and store on that portion’s list, the matching edges
and orientation of the other tile. Once you have all of the portions of the boundary that can be matched
by a single tile, you can combine two adjacent portions to get all the portions of the tile that could
potentially be matched by two tiles. Similarly, you can then get all portions that could potentially be
matched by 3, 4, 5 and 6 tiles. Whenever the potentially matched portion is the entire boundary of
the tile, we store this in the surround list which contains all the ways of breaking up the boundary
into 6 or fewer portions such that each portion can be matched by some copy of the tile. For each
item on the surround list, we search over all ways of matching the individual portions using chrono-
logical backtracking. Of course for each portion of the boundary, we must be able to index the corre-
sponding list of all ways to match that portion. (The idea of this preprocessing phase was suggested
in [7]).
In the backtracking search, we do not start at an arbitrary portion of the boundary. In the preprocessing
phase, we keep track of the number of ways tomatch each single portion—i.e. the size of thematching list.
We then start the backtracking at the ﬁrst portion that minimizes the product of the size of thematching list
with the size of the next portion’s matching list. This heuristic keeps the initial branching factor relatively
small which keeps down the size of the implicit search tree.
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Fig. 20. The 20 nontiling octominoes.
9. Backtracking and heuristic extensions
When adding tiles during the backtracking search, we have to check whether the current tile being
placed matches up with the previously placed tile and when adding the last tile in the surrounding, we
also have to check whether the tile being placed matches up with the ﬁrst one (the tile being added could
overlap the current patch or the result of adding the tile could yield an internal hole). If the tile matches,
we combine it with the previous tiles into a single patch.
The 20 holeless nontiling octominoes are shown in Fig. 20. For reference, number the tiles in the ﬁrst
column from top to bottom with 1 through 5. Similarly, number the tiles in the second column from top
to bottom with 6 through 10, and so on. The result of performing the preprocessing and the backtracking
search on the nontiling octominoes is shown in the ﬁrst three columns of Table 4. The second column
shows the number of items on the surround list and the third column shows the total number of ways to
surround the tile once. As is apparent from Table 4, just trying to surround a tile once does not get you
much by itself—ﬁve tiles are eliminated and the sum of the number of ways to surround the 15 remaining
tiles is 1723.
After surrounding a copy of the tile once, we continue the search in a heuristic manner applying the
various heuristics in the order of increasing cost; the idea behind this ordering is to eliminate possibilities
as cheaply as you can and to try the more time consuming methods only on the most difﬁcult cases where
they are really needed.
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Table 4
Effectiveness of heuristics on nontiling octominoes.
Tile Backtracking Heuristic extensions
+ Strongly
Surround Unﬁllable + Forced forced
Lists once concavities matches matches
1 13 140 0 0 0
2 62 78 7 0 0
3 53 1 0 0 0
4 138 32 0 0 0
5 28 6 0 0 0
6 82 116 2 2 0
7 12 29 0 0 0
8 8 3 0 0 0
9 4 0 0 0 0
10 52 163 2 0 0
11 48 0 0 0 0
12 58 0 0 0 0
13 80 104 0 0 0
14 8 0 0 0 0
15 18 70 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0
17 52 417 0 0 0
18 8 10 0 0 0
19 109 205 9 4 0
20 75 349 6 1 0
The ﬁrst heuristic is to look for unﬁllable “concavities.” We deﬁne a concavity as two consecutive
edges that form a left-turn when traversing the boundary in a clockwise direction. This left-turn function
differs for each tile type but it is very simple to write. So when backtracking successfully surrounds a
tile, we traverse the outer boundary and for each concavity encountered, we check if there is a way to
match it. If there isn’t a way, then we eliminate the current patch from further consideration. Adding this
heuristic extension to the search yields the results shown in the 4th column in Table 4. These results show
that checking for an unﬁllable concavity eliminates the vast majority of the remaining cases—all but 26
of the remaining 1723 total ways of surrounding the nontiling octominoes! It is rather surprising and very
encouraging thatwe can eliminate such a large percentage of the possibilities by such a simple and efﬁcient
technique. While looking for unﬁllable concavities, we may as well ﬁll in any forced matches we ﬁnd.
Adding forced tiles can lead to new unﬁllable concavities and hence eliminate even more possibilities.
We also add an artiﬁcially imposed limit on the number of added tiles to ensure that the program will
terminate.
10. A complication
However before we can add this additional feature, we have to handle a non-obvious complication that
can arise due to the fact that we are no longer adding tiles in just the nice predeﬁned circular pattern
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Fig. 21. An internal hole ﬁllable by a tile.
around the original tile. Speciﬁcally, we can no longer reject a potential match just because it creates an
internal hole. To see this consider the partial tiling shown in Fig. 21.
Suppose the patch consists of the lightly shaded tiles and we are testing whether the darkly shaded tile
matches a particular concavity.Adding the darkly shaded tile creates an internal hole yet we cannot reject
this potential match because the internal hole is ﬁllable by one copy of the tile. Worse yet is the fact that
an internal hole could potentially be ﬁlled with multiple copies of the tile. There is only one case where I
was able to observe an internal hole that was ﬁllable by two copies of a tile and I never saw a case where
an internal hole was ﬁllable by three or more copies yet we cannot rule out the possibility.
To check whether a hole could potentially be ﬁlled by multiple copies of a tile without searching over
all ways to place tiles in the hole, we use a function that takes the edge string for an internal hole and
computes its area (i.e. the number of cells occupied). The area function differs for each tile type. If the
area of the hole is not an exact multiple of the number of cells in the polyomino, then the hole cannot
be ﬁlled by polyominoes and hence, we reject the match. If the area of the hole equals the area of the
polyomino, then we check whether we can ﬁll the hole with a copy of the tile. If we can, then we ﬁll in the
hole and accept the match, otherwise we reject it. If the area of the hole is an integral multiple of at least
twice the area of the polyomino, then instead of searching for a way to ﬁll the hole, we ignore the current
concavity and continue proceeding along the outerboundary of the current patch. We simply hope that if
we traverse completely around the patch and encounter the same concavity that in the meantime, we will
have ﬁlled in some tile(s) in or near the region of the hole thus clarifying the situation. Empirically, this
hope was justiﬁed.
Once we have taken care of this complication, we can then ﬁll in the forced matches as we traverse the
outer boundary looking for unﬁllable concavities. Adding some forced tiles may create a new unﬁllable
concavity and hence, eliminate the current possibility. The results of checking for unﬁllable concavities
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plus ﬁlling in forced tiles on the 20 nontiling octominoes is given in column 5 of Table 4. The additional
step of ﬁlling in the forced matches eliminates all but 7 of the 26 remaining ways of surrounding the
tiles. Of the 198 nontiling 9-ominoes, simply checking for unmatchable concavities eliminates all the
tiles except 45 with a total of 103 surroundings. Adding forced matches reduces this to 18 tiles and 30
surroundings, a reduction of just over 70% of the remaining surroundings.
The anti-tiling program described so far (preprocessing, chronological backtracking, plus outer bound-
ary extension searching for unﬁllable concavitieswhile ﬁlling in forcedmatches) is very fast. Surprisingly,
for larger n it is faster than the program that checks whether there is a pair of tiles that satisﬁes the Conway
criterion or the translation criterion! As n increases, the percentage of nontilers increases and nontilers
generally are bad inputs for testing the Conway and translation criteria but are good inputs for the antitiling
program.
11. Further extensions
Sometimes a tile will match an edge but placing the tile would create a new unmatchable edge and
hence, we can eliminate the potential match as a possibility. If adding a tile creates a new unmatchable
edge, then some edge of the tile being placedmust be unmatchable. Thuswhen testingwhether a particular
placement of a tile matches the current concavity, we check whether the unmatched portion of the newly
placed tile has an unmatchable edge. I will call this additional test strongly forced matches.
As shown in the rightmost column of Table 4, this test identiﬁes all of the nontiling 8-ominoes. I did
not know it at the time but using strongly forced matches also identiﬁes all of the nontiling 9-ominoes,
10-ominoes, 11-ominoes, and 12-ominoes. The test does not identify all of the nontiling polyominoes of
any larger size nor is the program up to this point capable of identifying all of the tiling polyominoes of
size 9 or more.
For a few tiles, using strongly forced matches slows down the program quite a bit and generally these
tiles were ultimately shown to tile the plane. Hence when we get to the point where we use strongly forced
matches, it makes sense to add a test for whether the current patch satisﬁes a planar tiling criterion such
as the Conway or translation criterion. But if we wait until this point to check a planar tiling criterion,
then we miss the opportunity to apply the test on the initial patch and the patches formed by adding tiles
via the forced match heuristic. However, checking a planar tiling criterion starting at the beginning of the
heuristic search is not a good idea.We have already ﬁltered out most of the planar tilers and furthermore,
as n gets large the percentage of nontilers increases. Hence most patches will be made of prototiles that
do not admit a planar tiling and hence, testing a planar tiling criterion on the patches will largely be a
waste of time.
Thus, we split the antitiling program into two phases. The ﬁrst phase checks for unﬁllable concavities
and forced matches; this phase quickly eliminates most possibilities for prototiles that do not admit a
planar tiling. Once we have eliminated most of the nontiling possibilities, applying a planar tiling test is
no longer a waste of time. To avoid the lost opportunity to check a planar tiling criterion on the patches
found in the ﬁrst phase, the second phase repeats the ﬁrst phase with such a check and then if necessary,
the second phase continues using strongly forced matches instead of plain forced matches. We use the
translation criterion as our planar tiling test; this criterion can be checked quickly and it successfully
identiﬁes the majority of the remaining unresolved planar tilers which would otherwise considerably
slow down the strongly forced match code.
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Because the Conway criterion is much more successful in identifying individual prototiles that admit
planar tilings you are likely to suspect that it would be better to use the Conway criterion to test whether
the current patch tiles the plane yet empirically, it is nearly useless for this purpose. We have already
ﬁltered out the Conway tilers and the Conway pair tilers (as well as the translation tilers and translation
pair tilers) leaving a relatively small number of difﬁcult tilers. For these difﬁcult cases, the Conway
criterion is not very helpful in identifying patches that tile the plane.
For any remaining possibilities, the second phase then performs a third and ﬁnal heuristic search.When
checking whether a tile can be placed, do not merely check for an immediate unmatchable edge but check
whether any contradiction can be reached, i.e. run the strongly forced match code to test whether the
current tile placement yields a contradiction. When checking for a contradiction, it is possible to run into
the limit on the number of added tiles. This is ﬁne and in all such observed cases, the patch so generated
could obviously be extended to a periodic planar tiling. Also, this ﬁnal phase tested all edges of the
outerboundary not just the concavities as in the previous phases. (As before, when we add a tile, we then
check if the current patch satisﬁes the translation criterion.)
For every tile not ﬁltered out by the Conway nor translation criteria, the ﬁnal version of the anti-tiling
program either deduced that it was a nontiler, a tiler, or it produced a patch of tiles that hit the limit on the
number of added tiles without determining its tiling status (there were no unresolved polyominoes until
n=13). Two distinct possibilities were observed upon examining the unresolved patches; either the patch
obviously contained a translational patch, or the patch was a partial inﬁnite “strip”. In the latter situation,
it was rather easy to tell that all such prototiles did not admit a planar tiling. What happened is that the
ﬁrst phase of the anti-tiling software repeatedly added forced tiles in a particular direction out towards
inﬁnity despite the fact that the patch could not be extended more than a tile or two in a perpendicular
direction. The thorough success of the software is rather surprising considering the earlier comments that
it is not known whether there is even a decision procedure for determining whether a single prototile
admits a planar tiling and that the problem of tiling a ﬁnite region is NP-complete.
Fig. 22. Large minimal fundamental domain for a 13-hex tile.
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12. Large fundamental domains
The software can determine the number of admitted tilings for a speciﬁc prototile if no planar tiling
is identiﬁed by either the Conway or the translation criterion. Such prototiles are the most interesting
ones and in particular, we found some prototiles such that the minimal size of a fundamental domain in
any admitted tiling is larger than for any previously known tile. The previous published record appears
to have been set by an 18-iamond (found by Roger Penrose) whose unique tiling has a fundamental
domain consisting of 12 copies of the tile [3, p. 184 and 186]. The new record is set by an 11-hex where
Fig. 23. Minimal fundamental domain of record size (36).
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Fig. 24. Largest minimal fundamental domain for a polyomino.
a fundamental domain for its unique tiling consists of 36 copies of the tile! — see Fig. 23. This tile is
9-isohedral which is the new record largest isohedral number (the isohedral number was ﬁrst determined
by Joseph Myers [11]).
I found three tiles where a minimal fundamental domain in any admitted tiling is of size 20.All three of
these tiles are 5-isohedral. The ﬁrst is a 13-hex whose unique tiling has the fundamental domain shown in
Fig. 22. The second is a 13-omino whose unique tiling has the fundamental domain shown in Fig. 24. The
third is a 12-hex with two distinct tilings both of which have fundamental domains consisting of 20 tiles,
see Figs. 25 and 26. Except for the four tiles shown in Figs. 22–26, the minimal size of a fundamental
domain in any admitted tiling is smaller than 20 for every polyomino up through order 19, every polyhex
up through order 15, and every polyiamond up through order 21 ([11,4]).
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Fig. 25. Large minimal fundamental domain for a 12-hex tile.
The heavy line segments in ﬁgs. 22–26 show how to divide up the boundary into segments that
satisfy the translation criterion. Also, each of the fundamental domains in the ﬁgures contains a
subpatch such that the fundamental domain consists of four identical copies of the subpatch (suitably
rotated, reﬂected, and translated). Each of the subpatches contains exactly one tile from each transitivity
class. As a visual aid, each such subpatch of a fundamental domain was given a differing amount of
shading.
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Fig. 26. Large fundamental domain for an alternate 12-hex tiling.
This paper is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation [4].
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